KAUTEX DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
Kautex Craiova 2018
Are you ready to start your career now in a multinational environment?
Do you want to gain real work experience and you're looking for the best option?
Are you a good communicator, negotiator and have the ability to prioritize?
Then join us for our 2 years Internship/Trainee program and be ready to build your career now!

Requirements for eligibility
Final year student or Master student in Accounting, Finance, Business Administration, Economics or related field
Ability to learn "on the fly" and to drive for results
Excellent English communication skills
Attention to details
Self confidence
Team player
Problem solving ability
Internationally mobile
Highly motivated and looking for outstanding career opportunities

What to expect
An internship at Kautex means taking on a similar level of responsibility and learning as an early career hire. You will
be supplied with projects and work that make a difference and you'll have visibility to senior leaders at your facility.
You will be involved in every major task of the Accounting Department.
Also, you'll learn to work in programs such as: SAP, Ariba.

Starting date : November
Description of the company
We - about 6500 employees in 16 countries - are Kautex Textron. As one of the Top 100 global automotive suppliers,
we develop innovative fuel tank systems for all of the world's leading car manufacturers.
In Romania we have as main clients Ford and Fiat. As a leading manufacturer of plastic fuel tank systems, we have
successfully met the challenges of the market and we continue to advance its development. You will find our products
in vehicles of almost all automotive manufacturers worldwide. You are looking for new chances and challenges? We
can offer sophisticated tasks with a high level of personal responsibility and upward mobility!
www.kautex.com
www.career-at-kautex.com

Be part of the future!

